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Bimin Poster Contest

Irene Stillings

In November of 2001, thirty-five Grade 5 students participated in the first Bim Weng
(Bimin Language) Scripture Verse Poster Contest. The rules for the contest were as
follows:

1. You must use one of the translated verses in Bim Weng handed out in
class.

2. Make the letters large so the verse can be seen from a long way away.
The capital letters must be from 6 to 8 cm high, and the small letters from
3 to 4 cm high.

3. Decorate the poster in an appropriate way, according to the content of
the verse, or just a nice decoration

4. The Scripture reference must be on the poster.

5. Judging of the posters will take place on Friday, and will take into
consideration the following:

a. Spelling in Bim Weng

b. Well-shaped letters

c. Decoration, good use of space on the poster paper

d. Over-all appearance

The Grade 5 community school teacher, Mr. James Kumi, agreed to allow the class
some time during the week to work on the posters. The materials needed were provided
by the SIL translation and literacy team working in the language. These materials were
poster paper, one for each student, markers, colour crayons, and rulers. The rules were
read aloud to the class and time given for questions. Example posters were shown, and
then the rules posted in the classroom and at Mr. Kumi’s desk. The translated verses
were handed out, one to each student, on Monday morning. On Friday at noon, the
posters (A-2 size) were judged by the three community school teachers and Thomas
Weber of the SIL team. Posters were eliminated that did not follow the rules. The most
common mistake was making the letters too small. Then they were judged as to quality
of letter formation, use of space, and over-all appearance.

[Irene Stillings is a literacy worker with the Bimin people in Sandaun Province]
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Four winners were selected, one first prize, two tied for second prize, and one third
prize. The prizes were presented at the Monday morning all school assembly and
consisted of various size school packs, consisting of different combinations of pencil
cases, pencils, biros, rulers, sharpeners, erasers, colours, and exercise books, for the
different awards. Everyone participating got a piece of candy.

The feedback from the students, teachers, and others in the community was very
positive. The community school teachers were especially happy to support this kind
of contest which gave students motivation to practice so many of their school skills.
The most difficult thing for the students to do was plan the use of their space on the
poster. Several said they had a better idea of how to do this for next year.

For 2002, we plan to expand the poster contest to more classes in the school. In the
meantime, students and community members will have seen more poster examples, as
the Sunday School teacher is putting up memory verse posters, and the SIL team has
made more Scripture posters for Christmas and other events.✍
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